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1 Introduction

Many consumer electronics products are actually systems consisting of a hardware component

and complementary software. This division leads to compatibility issues. Matutes and Regibeau

1988) show how compatibility can benefit system producers by enabling consumers to "mix and

match" between components of rival contemporaneous systems. Compatibility issues also arise

between successive generations of technologies. An innovator introducing a technically superior

hardware product may choose to make the product incompatible with existing software. For

example, Nintendo's16-bit Super NES home video-game machine is not able to play the games of

the older 8-bit NES generation. One factor distinguishing Nintendo from most system innovators

is that Nintendo licenses and receives royalties on all software sold. Under certain conditions to

be examined here the revenues from the sales of replacement software for a new generation of

hardware outweigh the development costs.

2 Model

In this model the new hardware technology is vertically differentiated from the old, where s is the

parameter indexing the quality of the new technology and s indexes the old technology, with s > :s-.

There are two types of consumers with differing tastes for technology. There are A consumers of

type 8 and 1 — À consumers of type 02 , where 02 > It is assumed that the market for

the old technology is fully saturated; each consumer i has one unit of hardware and N i units of
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differentiated software. The reservation utility consumer i derives from the old system is:

	

O(54)=09i.ef
	

(1)

where 0 < < 1 so that utility is concave in software.

If the new hardware is not backward compatible with old software, consumers who purchase a

new system are assumed to have unit demands for one unit of hardware and N. units of software.

Software is assumed to be symmetric. Net surplus from buying the new system is:

Si 1B C (Ni) 0 isNis — po — PNi	 (2)

where po is the price of hardware and p is the price of software. It is assumed that Ri > Nt ; because

the market for the old technology is saturated consumers a1ready own at least as much software as

they would buy for the new non-compatible system. Software is assumed to be symmetric. From

equation (2), maximizing utility in the amount of software gives:

p(Ni) = etse l •	 (3)

Given a common price of software, flOisel = /302se 1 . Therefore,

Oz
Ni =	 N2	 (4)
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where p = Th. Substituting (3) into (2) and rearranging terms shows that given unit demands

for hardware, each type of consumer buys if:

(1 — (3)OisN7 — OeV/1 > po.	 (5)

If the new hardware is backward compatible, consumer surplus is:

Sr(54) = OisNe — po — Ù(Ni )	 (6)

and consumer i buys if:

oBse - ei g5Te > PO-	 (7)

The innovator of the new hardware technology is assumed to have a monopoly on this technol-

ogy. If the technology is not backward compatible there are sales of software and the monopolist is

assumed to be able to exclude third-parties from producing software. 1 The monopolist in this case

follows the standard two-part tarif pricing model (Tirole, 1988, pp. 143-148), in which given the

price of software the profit-maximizing hardware price (fixed fee) equals the residual surplus of the

type-91 consumer. It is assumed throughout that both types of consumers are served. Therefore,

from (5):

po(N1) = (1 — (3)01 sIve — 01 .§Nie .	 (8)

'This is similar to the model found in Church and Gaude (1992); however they study a vertically integrated
hardware manufacturer in the context of rival contemporaneous (incompatible) hardware technologies.
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(9)

(10)

Given this hardware price the type-8 2 consumer purchases and has excess surplus which is partially

spent on software, so N2 > N1. Each variety of software has a fixed cost F and marginal cost c. I

assume that N2 types of software are produced, from which type-81 consumers purchase a random

assortment of N1 . Therefore, total sales of each of the N2 types of software are:

N1	 02 P
X	 +1-A=A(-,-) + 1 - A using (4)

v2	 Ul

Profits of the monopolist are:

7rNBC = po(N1)
 - Co N2[(p(N

2) - c)x - FI,

where the monopolist sells both hardware and all software for the system.2

Substituting for N1 from (4) and maximizing 	 in N2 gives:

\P
F + cx 

Ni" = (e
2s [(1 - 13)(é)° f 3x] ) •

If the innovator chooses to be backward compatible with old software there is no software

production for the new hardware given the assumption that the market is already saturated with

the software of the preceding generation. The price of the new hardware is once again set equal

'In general it is not always the case that the monopolist would choose to sell all software if possible. Kende
(1993) shows within a dynamic framework the conditions under which it is profit-maximizing for the monopolist to
not produce any software. Allowing monopolistic software competition in the future acts as a credible commitment
ta low future prices for software, increasing the incentives of consumers to incur the setup cost of purchasing the
main component. In the static model presented in this paper, software expenditures directly reduce the price
of hardware; non-backward compatible hardware sales with third-party production of software can never be as
profitable for the monopolist as hardware sales with backward compatibility.
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to the surplus of the type-0 1 consumers; from (7):

po(54)=01se - oie e. (12)

Profits in this case equal:

7rBC = po(Ni)— co. (13)

Consumer surplus equals:

CSIeBc (Ni , N2 ) = AS/ (Ni )	 (1 — A)S2(N2)•

and

csBc (si , S2) = merl) + (1 — A)S2(N2 ),

(14)

(15)

depending on the type of system. The two-part tarif scheme is always set up so that the type-

01 consumer is indifferent between purchasing the system or not, thus S1 (•) always equals zero.

Therefore, regardless ofwhether or not the system is backward compatible consumer surplus equals

(1 — À)S2(•).

3 Resuits

The system innovator chooses to be non-backward compatible when the profits outweigh those

under backward compatibility. Figure 1 below shows the conditions under which non-backward
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compatibility is chosen. The assumption is that consumers already have at least as much software

as they would buy under non-backward compatibility. Figure la on the left shows the results

when ei = Ni and Figure lb on the right when 51, > Each figure shows the demand curves

of a type-01 and type-02 consumer. Linear demand curves are used for expositional simplicity.

In Figure la the total area A and B represents the gross surplus for each type-0 1 consumer

of using the new hardware with the old software. This area represents the fixed price of the

backward-compatible hardware gross of the reservation utility of the old system. 3 If the system

is non-backward compatible, new software is sold at price p*. The type-0 1 consumers now spend

B on software, which reduces the fixed price proportionately to area A. Regardless of the type of

system the total expenditure of the type-0 1 consumers is identical and net surplus is zero. If the

system is not-backward compatible the type-0 2 consumers each spend A on the hardware and B

and C on software. Therefore, non-backward compatibility increases revenues by C from each of

the (1— )i.) type-02 consumers. However, in order to earn these extra revenues the monopolist must

create N2 new varieties of software at a fixed cost of F per variety. Under backward compatibility

the type-02 consumers each receive surplus of areas C and D; with non-backward compatibility

the surplus is reduced to D due to the software expenditures.

Figure lb represents the profit comparison when Si > Nr. The hardware price, po, under

backward compatibility is areas A, B, and C. Under non-backward compatibility price p . is

charged for each variety of software, reducing the hardware price to A. The type-0 1 consumers

each spend B on software and the type-02 consumers spend B, C and D on software. With non-

3 1 ignore the reservation utility (1) of the old system for simplicity because it cancels out of the profit comparisons
since it is identical for both types of systems.
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backward compatibility revenues increase by area D from each of the (1 — A) type-0 2 consumers,

but decrease by area C from the expenditures of the A type-0 1 consumers. The net gain must

be compared with the cost of software development. The surplus of the type-02 consumers under

non-backward compatibility is now only E compared with the surplus of areas D, E, and F under

backward compatibility.

These results lead to the following propositions:

Proposition 1: For Ni > NI the monopolist chooses non-backward compatibility when the

following condition is satisfied:

(1 — X)p(N:)[NE — NE] — [Oise — OisNj] > NEF.	 (16)

Proof: The first term on the left-hand side of (16) equals area C and D in Figure lb; additional

software expenditures by the type-0 2 consumers. The second term equals area C; note that

(1 — A)C cancels from the first term so that the net gain from non-backward compatibility is

(1— ) )D — AC. Non-backward compatibility is chosen if additional revenues are greater than total

software development costs. Note that if Si equals Ni the second term in (16) disappears and the

first terni is simply area C in Figure la.

From (16) any parameter increasing the extra expenditures on software makes non-backward

compatibility more likely. The greater is (1 — A), the proportion of type-02 consumers, the greater

are software revenues under non-backward compatibility. The greater is 02 the greater is the type-

02 consumers' demand for replacement software. As 02 increases areas C and D both increase; the
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net effect on the left-hand side of (16) depends once again on the proportion of type-8 1 consumers

to type-02 's. The greater is (1 — A) the more likely (16) holds as 82 increases. On the other

hand, the greater is gi the more profitable is backward compatibility due to the increase in the

hardware price that consumers are willing to pay in order to consume the new hardware with

the old software. Finally, the greater is the software development cost, F, the more costly is

non-backward compatibility.

In terms of consumer surplus:

Proposition 2: Consumer surplus is always greater with backward compatibility.

Proof. By simplification it is straightforward to show that CSBC (Ni ) N2) > CSNBC(Ni, N2)

as long as Ne > (1 — fl)N2-13 . This is always true given N2 > N; and fi < 1.

Regardless of the type of system, the type-01 consumers earn zero surplus. As shown above

in Figure 1, as long as Si > N: the type-02 consumers derive less surplus under non-backward

compatibility due to the expenditures on software replacement.

4 Conclusion

This paper examines the conditions under which an innovator introducing a new technology which

is comprised of hardware and software would not make the system backward compatible with the

old generation's software. If the system is not backward compatible, consumers purchase new

software, and an innovator such as Nintendo which can exclude third-party software may earn

more profits than with backward compatibility. If consumers are forced to replace software in
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order to enjoy the new technology, under certain conditions additional revenues derived from

the sales of replacement software outweigh development costs and non-backward compatibility is

chosen by the innovator, at the expense of consumer surplus.
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Derivation of Propositions; For Reference Only.

Proof of Proposition 2:

CSBC (1V1 i 5.2) > C SNBC (N111\12)

.Sec(N1) + 

( 1 - A)sec (N2) > AS1.1BC (N1) + (1 - BC (N2)

Because the pricing is such that S 1 ( .) = 0;

sec (N2) > sp3C (N2)

02se - BZgN2 - po > (1 — /3)02se-02§Ne- Po

02s543 -(09,Ne_e,e) > — ,g)02se — ((1 — fl)8 1 .se - Bige)

Using (4) (and assuming old software was sold in similar proportions) and setting Bl = 1;

028(1 — one > (1- ,3)02.9(1-e2)e
543 > (1_,(3)e.
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